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I
Resumo
O nu´mero de dispositivos mo´veis aumentou significativamente nos u´ltimos anos e como
resultado, a capacidade de armazenamento e processamento dispon´ıvel dos mesmos au-
mentou proporcionalmente. Uma grande parte do tempo, estes dispositivos encontram-
se em standby o que faz com que se tornem num potencial recurso de computac¸a˜o.
Se possuirmos uma grande quantidade de dispositivos mo´veis pro´ximos uns dos outros
com boas capacidade de processamento, podemos conecta´-los e criar uma edge-cloud
local que vai por conseguinte permitir que uma nova gama de aplicac¸o˜es possa ser
executada. Estas redes ajudam a resolver duas considera´veis classes de problemas.
Primeiro, num cena´rio de cata´strofe, onde as aplicac¸o˜es de crowdsourcing podem
permitir que dispositivos relativamente pro´ximos possam comunicar sem a necessidade
de acesso a um ponto central de controlo. Segundo, num evento muito lotado como
por exemplo um jogo de futebol onde hoje em dia a quantidade de pessoas que
possuem um dispositivo mo´vel capaz de partilhar conteu´dos multime´dia atrave´s de uma
rede wireless e´ significativa, a infra-estrutura necessa´ria para proporcionar uma boa
qualidade de servic¸o e´ dispendiosa inclusive em certos casos imposs´ıvel de implementar.
Em relac¸a˜o ao segundo cena´rio, este ge´nero de redes e aplicac¸o˜es de crowdsourcing
ajudaria a reduzir fortemente a carga colocada nos pontos de acesso de uma infra-
estrutura wireless (WiFi ou 3G) onde a troca de dados se passaria a dar directamente
entre dispositivos (peer-to-peer). Assim, na˜o so´ se libertam recursos do ponto de
acesso, deixando este mais livre para executar outras tarefas, como tambe´m ajuda a
diminuir as lateˆncias de comunicac¸a˜o entre dispositivos.
Neste trabalho desenvolvemos uma aplicac¸a˜o Android que amplia a funcionalidade de
uma ja´ existente projectada para ser usada no contexto de eventos sociais e que faz uso
do middleware Hyrax. Permite caching e partilha de conteu´dos multime´dia entre os
dispositivos constituintes de uma edge-cloud. As caracter´ısticas principais adicionadas
a` aplicac¸a˜o foram a possibilidade de os utilizadores acederem a ambos, eventos em
tempo real e deferidos, assim como a possibilidade de diferentes edge-clouds poderem
trocar conteu´dos entre si.
II
Abstract
The number of mobile devices has largely increased in the past years. As a result
the amount of storage and processing power available for people to use increased
proportionally. Most of the time these devices are idle and that turns them into a
potential resource of computation and storage.
As a consequence of the above people started to notice the power that these devices
could have when put together. If we happen to have a significant amount of mobile
devices close to each other in a small geographical area with good processing capabil-
ities, we can connect them and create a local edge-cloud and use the corresponding
edge-cloud to perform a new range of functional tasks. These networks could help to
solve two major problem classes. First, in a catastrophe scenario where crowdsourcing
applications may enable relatively close devices to communicate among each other
without the need of a central point of control. Second, in a very crowded event, such
as a soccer match, where the number of people owning a mobile device capable of
sharing multimedia content over a wireless network is large, the infrastructure needed
to provide those people with good quality of service would be too expensive and
sometimes impracticable to implement.
Regarding the second scenario, this genre of networking and crowdsourcing applica-
tions would strongly help to reduce the load placed at the access points of a wireless
infrastructure (WiFi or 3G) by sharing the data directly between devices using a
peer to peer device communication approach. This way, we not only release access
point resources making them available for other possible tasks, but can help to reduce
communication latencies among devices.
In this work we developed an Android application which extends the functionality of
an existing one designed to be used in the context of social events. It allows for content
caching and sharing inside an edge-cloud. The main features added to the application
were the possibility for the users to access not only real time events but also deferred
events and the possibility of content sharing among different edge-clouds. The new
developed application makes use of the Hyrax middleware.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Over the last years the number of mobile devices increased significantly as well as
the amount of usage people gives them [2, 3]. Today’s mobile devices have more
computational and storage resources than the last decade’s desktop and server proces-
sors [4]. The new devices are now able to perform a huge set of tasks due to their high
processing power, memory and sensing capacities. Nowadays smartphones are able to
run demanding applications in terms of processing power and memory, such as games,
Internet browsing, applications capable of displaying high definition audio and video
as VLC Player [5], as well as applications that make use of the sensing capacities like
health monitoring and geolocation applications as Runtastic [6], Glucose Buddy [7]
and iCare Blood Pressure Monitor [8].
In this context we can view mobile devices as “thick clients” or “thin servers” instead
of “thin clients” as they have always been seen [9].
With the proliferation and enhanced capabilities of mobile devices, it’s now acceptable
to see a wireless cloud of nearby smartphones as an interesting collective computation-
al/storage resource. There is an immense range of new applications that can result
if users are able to pool their smartphone’s data and processing power with those of
others in their proximity as the Alljoyn framework [10], Apple’s Implementation of
Bonjour [11] and FireChat [12].
It is also possible for users to get alternative and richer sources of information from
the surrounding environment, making use of nearby device functionalities which allows
them to get a more accurate, real-time picture of the local unfolding events.
A mobile edge-cloud consists of a group of mobile devices interconnected between
them using a networking protocol, e.g., (ad-hoc network) networks in order to pool
their storage and computational resources for creating such a network that abstracts
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all the ongoing communications and seems like a unified, single and powerful device to
the applications. Edge-clouds can be helpful in two major problem classes: when there
is no connection at all to a major infrastructure (usually the Internet) and when the
current infrastructure is not enough to support all the traffic generated by the hosting
of a large event. Figure 1.1 shows an example scenario of an earthquake where the
use of edge-clouds for communication and information sharing could help to facilitate
people’s situation and in some cases save lives. When a large event such as a soccer
match takes place the number of users who attend the event is usually massive which
in turn makes the conventional wireless structures unable to deal with all the traffic
generated in these situations. If we want to provide the users with an infrastructure
capable of dealing with such a massive flow of data and quality of service at the same
time the costs to implement such structure would be unbearable in most cases.
There are some issues associated with the edge-cloud architecture that we didn’t have
to deal with in the standard cloud architecture. Among them churn, is a characteristic
of mobile networks and is known as the node join and leave of the network. When
we are talking about a network formed by mobile devices which have limited radio
interfaces and power supply that communicate among each other via radio signals this
problem becomes an important issue to tackle. There are some security concerns and
privacy issues that arise in the edge-cloud architecture, issues that do not exist in
the standard cloud infrastructure but in this work we are not going to address them.
In this work we are going to implement and demonstrate an Android application
(User Generated Replays) that uses the Hyrax middleware. The Hyrax project [13],
provides a middleware that give programmers an interface that allow for crowdsourcing
applications to be built upon edge-clouds. The User Generated Replays is one of the
case studies of the Hyrax project and aims to provide users the possibility to record a
video using his own smartphone and make it available for the nearby devices, at the
same time, allow the user to see videos that others recorded and made available in the
same event. This is achieved by sharing the user’s generated data with peer-to-peer
mechanisms and local caching as will be explained in detail later on.
1.1 Motivation
A large event is usually characterized by a large aﬄuence of people. A soccer match
can hold tens of thousands of fans watching the game, so the number of mobile devices
by that time is proportionally large. Due to the fact that nowadays soccer stadiums
are in some cases giant infrastructures, though they are designed specifically to hold
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Figure 1.1: Hearthquake scenario
tens of thousands of people there are some issues that need to be tackled in order
to provide all those people attending the event with the same experience. People
who sit close to the field can have a better view of the game than those who sit far
from the field and those whose view is partially blocked by some structure or object.
In order to allow those people to see in more detail what they might have not seen
clearly or might completely lost, the idea of video recording and sharing comes handy.
A fan can record a move or other development, and if he finds it interesting enough
to share, he can make it available to all the event subscribers, so a person who was
not able to see that specific move or development can watch it on his smartphone
and then continue to follow the event. This idea rises an issue that could make it
impracticable. The content sharing infrastructure needed to support such applications
in events like a soccer match. In order to enable mobile devices to communicate and
share content among each other securely and fast in a scenario like the previously
described we need a wireless infrastructure. The cost of a wireless infrastructure
capable of supporting those kind of content sharing applications in such events is
sometimes impracticable or enormous as we can see from the American Superbowl [14]
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case, where they implemented a colossal wireless infrastructure to deal with the traffic
generated. In events like the Superbowl the concept of edge-cloud really comes in
handy. An edge-cloud would allow users to share content in a peer-to-peer fashion way
and by using local caching the load placed in the access points of the infrastructure
would be diminished. This would provide users with a much better quality of service
once it could diminish significantly content sharing latencies and release at the same
time the access point resources for other possible uses. If we make use of edge-clouds
in such events the size of the infrastructure needed to support all the traffic generated
might not be something with implausible costs to implement.
In this work we focused in extending the already existing application by rewriting it
now upon the Hyrax middleware and adding new functionalities as: the possibility
for different edge-clouds connected to the same Access Point to share content between
them, the possibility to engage now multiple events at once as deferred events and
real time events all at the same time, a Web Interface to allow the administrators
to control the settings and contents of the available events. Figure 1.2 shows as an
example of how the edge-cloud infrastructure could be disposed in a soccer stadium.
Figure 1.2: A public event where edge-clouds can be valuable for content sharing
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1.2 Problem Statement
Given the User Generated Replays scenario we ask which would be the main hindrances
regarding the application implementation upon the Hyrax middleware.
The Hyrax platform provides us a middleware that abstracts not only all the physical
hardware control under the network layer as well as it provides an interface with some
network layer algorithms to access and control the work we can perform inside the
cloud.
We need to create an application that not only works as a full proof concept of the
Hyrax edge-cloud architecture, but also makes, at the same time, use of the full
potential of the edge-cloud architecture features.
The UGR is able to record video and make it available so that any user connected to
that same cloud is able to see the available videos and download it entirely to his device
if and only if he wants to do so based on the replay’s description and thumbnail. The
user should be able to decide which videos he will make available for sharing as well
as to choose which videos from the whole list of available videos he wants to download
and keep in his device. The content dissemination is supposed to be done by wireless
communication methods as WiFi, WiFi Direct, TDLS. The data is supposed to be
disseminated among devices directly in peer-to-peer way.
The application must not only be able to create, manage and control all the edge-cloud
network formed, but also to manage all the multimedia contents, stored in the device
and available for download. The interface must be easy to use and clear as possible
for the user.
The main overall goals for the application are, firstly, the user should be able to
download the multimedia contents at least as fast as he would if he was using a standard
wireless network infrastructure and second it should remove a generous amount of load
from the infrastructure access points to which the edge-cloud is connected.
The possibility for different edge-clouds in the same network to share contents between
them is not yet explored and it’s a subject that we’ll explore in detail and test in this
work.
The user must be able to access various events, including real time events as well
as already deferred events using the Android UGR application. We also propose to
create an administrator web interface to allow the administrators to control the events’
settings, the available contents in each event, create new events and insert or delete
replays from an already existing event.
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1.3 Work Plan
In order to adequately proceed to implement the application, we firstly need to study
the state of the art of the application, particularly the Hyrax middleware upon which
our application will be implemented. Second, we must study the already existing
specification of the application and look for ways to improve and expand it. The UGR
application will be a mobile application and will be built for the Android operating
system. It will be implemented upon the Hyrax platform which is a middleware that
not only abstracts all the distinct communication interfaces of Android devices, but
also implements the network layer functionalities necessary to support the edge-cloud.
Hyrax structural organization is divided in layers.
The User Generated Replays App will interact with the network layer of Hyrax which is
where all the network logic and algorithms remain. The application will communicate
with Hyrax’ network layer through a well-defined programming interface.
Lastly, we need to test our application in an adequate and suitable event for the
circumstance. We must verify if our overall goals for latency and access points’ load
reduction is verified as well as if the application is working properly without any major
issues.
1.4 Thesis Layout
In Chapter 1 we introduced our work by describing the idea behind our project,
what could be done and improved and the way how we plan to do that. Chapter
2 describes the state of the art, what has already been done so far and the existing
applications and technologies that share some conceptual principles with ours. In
Chapter 3 and 4 we describe the already existing User Generated Replays application
and the functionalities and improvements we made over the existing one. In Chapter
3 we focus more on explaining and detailing the already existing application and in
Chapter 4 we focus on our contribution to that application. In Chapter 5 we show the
experiments and measurements we did as well as we analyze the obtained results.
Chapter 2
State Of The Art
In the last few years with the development of new technologies and the evolution
of mobile device’s storage and computational power new computing architectures
have been proposed. The concept of Edge-Cloud/Edge-Computing, Mobile Cloud
Computing and Fog Computing they differ in some key aspects. In order to get a
more concrete idea of the current status of these concepts we must define them and
explore the work that has been done, what is being done and find the possible fields
that we can explore and do some research on.
2.1 Mobile Cloud Computing
There are several definitions for Mobile Cloud Computing which may vary depending
on the subject being explored. The most commonly accepted and used definition
for Mobile Cloud Computing means to run tasks of an application such as Google’s
Gmail for Mobile on a remote server. Due to the fact that the mobile devices are
less computationally capable and have several limitations, sometimes its a good idea
to perform computationally expensive tasks on a server with plenty of resources to
do that. In this case the mobile device acts like a thin client that connects itself to
the remote server and then oﬄoads data and computation (the task content) to the
server in order to get the task result as an outcome. There are plenty of services
that make use of this scheme and some more examples are Twitter for Mobile and
Facebook. This becomes handy mainly because mobile devices have a very limited
supply of energy which drains quickly when performing heavy computation and they
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are slow when compared to personal computers and servers.
Using this paradigm of computation the only work of a mobile device is to oﬄoad the
tasks to the server and then gather the outcomes and process them. The burden of the
computation is performed in the server. The device must connect to the server through
Wi-Fi or mobile network such as 3G or 4G when available. Sometimes it is not the
most appropriate approach to use since the power drained with the communication is
greater than the power the device would consume if it performed the task locally. In
cases where the app requires low latency or when the amount of data that is needed
to transfer between the device and the server is too large, and the computation that
the server will perform is small the oﬄoad of the task from the mobile device to the
server is not the best approach to use.
2.2 Edge Clouds
Although in previous work, scientists tried to oﬄoad computation from the mobile
device to the cloud in order to save energy and release the limited device resources
for other parallel computations, Rodriguez et al. [15] suggest that the power of in-
terconnected mobile devices can lead to good results when performing heavy and
computationally expensive tasks. Even though current mobile applications treat the
end-user as a ”thin-client” as previously stated and due to the ongoing development
and evolution of mobile devices, it begins to make sense to gather the interconnected
power of these devices and to avail that power to perform expensive computations.
MMPI
Since its appearance, the Message Passing Interface [16] proved to be a success for
inter-node communication in clusters and parallel machines. The conversion of that
concept to the mobile world was proposed and tested by Doolan et al. [17]. They
presented the MMPI Mobile Message Passing Interface for mobile devices. MMPI
was implemented in Java and the authors used Bluetooth for communication between
devices. In this work, the authors used Bluetooth to form a peer-to-peer network in
order to spread messages, but they do not provide methods to deal with churn.
The discovery process proved to be the most time consuming element of the network
formation procedure, whether in laptops or PDA’s. The discovery times increased
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as more devices were found as the time needed for service discovery and network
formation.
FemtoCloud
FemtoCloud [18] proposes a concept of cloud computing that shares a lot of principles
with the edge-cloud. It uses a network of mobile devices to perform computation.
There is what the author calls the Control Device which controls and distributes jobs
to other nodes in the network (clients). Every client is running a client service and is
supposed to estimate the computational capacity of the device and use it along with
the input in order to estimate the available resources for the possible execution of
future assigned jobs. The client leverages essentially device sensors information, user
input and utilization history so that the Control Device can create a node profile and
assign tasks accordingly. The authors propose a client software that interacts with the
control device, by providing relevant information for job allocation, as well as receiving
and generating work. The authors tested the prototype application developed against
an Oracle cloud under two different scenarios, a full presence scenario, and an emulated
arrival/departure scenario. In this experiment, the authors use three devices, a Galaxy
S5 running Android 4.4.4 in addition to a Nexus 10[2013] and a Nexus 7[2013] tablets
running Android 5.0.2. They compare the performance of FemtoCloud to an oracle
which assumes accurate knowledge of all connectivity and execution time for every
task on every device. In the first scenario, the authors assume that the three devices
existed during the whole period of experiment (1 hour). In the second scenario they
emulate average presence time of two minutes for each device. FemtoCloud achieved
approximately 85% of what the Oracle cloud achieved in both scenarios.
mCloud
mCloud [19] presents an idea for of a cloud composed of mobile devices inter-connected
mostly by WiFi networks and other short range radio communication methods in order
to share storage and computational resources and execute assigned tasks. The main
motivation for the creation of this platform was to decrease the amount of mobile
data used. To perform the tasks mCloud can choose to do it locally, only if it can be
performed by a single device, or distributed, in which case the task is divided by the
master node and shared among the group of devices willing to perform those tasks
(slaves). The master node is the one who performs the network formation, divides
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the task and assigns the tasks to be performed to the slave nodes who are willing to
perform them.
Honeybee
Honeybee [20] is a framework, that uses croudsourcing to perform computations that
enable humans to perform qualitative classification tasks such as conducting surveys,
asking for opinions, image identification and comparison which involves the collabora-
tion of multiple human users using mobile devices. In this framework Android devices
form a Mobile Ad-hoc network (MANET) using either Bluetooth or Wi-Fi Direct on
which the Master/Group Owner is responsible for scheduling and assigning the tasks
accordingly to each Slave/Group Member. In combination to the scheduler, nodes
in this network acquire jobs using Work Stealing. When using Bluetooth an initial
set of jobs is sent to the nodes that will be computing during the formation. On
Wi-Fi Direct, this does not happen, jobs are distributed during execution time. This
framework also provides some failure tolerance techniques.
The authors implemented three applications using the Honeybee framework to evaluate
the performance and feasibility. Those were a distributed face detection, distributed
mandelbrot set generation, and collaborative photography. All the three applications
tested demonstrated considerable speedups especially when the job size was larger.
The authors also showed that a small group of powerful devices achieves a better
performance speedup than a large group of relatively weaker devices.
Bonjour
Bonjour [11] makes it easy to discover, publish, and resolve network services by
using a sophisticated and easy-to-use programming interface that is accessible from
Cocoa, Ruby, Python, and some other languages. The services provided by Bonjour
are divided into three main areas: Addressing (allocating IPs to Devices), Naming
(creating aliases for each network device) and Service Discovery. This implementation
is open source, and contains implementations for OS X, iOS, Linux and Windows. The
discovery works in a publish-subscribe way. The nodes advertise services and those
become visible to the other nodes on the network so they can use them. Bonjour is
also known as zero-configuration networking, enables automatic discovery of devices
and services on a local network using industry standard IP protocols.
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Firechat
FireChat [12] is a proprietary mobile app, developed by Open Garden, that allows
smartphones to organize into a wireless mesh network and exchange messages using
technologies such as Bluetooth or Wi-Fi. It allows to form a mesh network, making
possible the peer-to-peer connectivity without having an explicit Internet connection.
The Firechat app offers a secure multi-user and multi-room chat with flexible fea-
tures, such as authentication, moderator capabilities, user presence and search, private
messaging and chat invitations. Those services are provided using distinct wireless
technologies, e.g. Bluetooth, infrastructure Wi-Fi, peer-to-peer Wi-Fi and Apple’s
multipeer connectivity Framework [21] (only available for Apple devices).
Alljoyn Framework
Alljoyn [10] is an open source network framework that allows different types of devices
and apps to discover and communicate among each other in an abstract way, this
means hiding the inherent complexity of the distinct underlying network protocols
and hardware. Generically, it publishes APIs over the network through a general bus,
which permits distinctive network technologies to be used, such as Wi-Fi, Wi-Fi Direct,
Bluetooth, Ethernet and PowerLine. Regarding the network formation, Alljoyn, uses
a super peer paradigm, mesh of stars network, where the leaf nodes are connected to
router nodes and these act as bridges to the others router nodes.
2.3 Crowd Sourcing
Crowdsourcing is a distributed problem solving model in which a call to an undefined
number of people is made in order to engage that same people in the process of solving
a complex problem. Even though crowdsourcing is not fully adapted yet to the mobile
phone workforce the widespread use of smartphones will reveal the full potential of
this new problem solving approach. Smartphones offer a great platform for extending
existing Web-based crowdsourcing applications to a larger contributing crowd, making
contribution easier and omnipresent. Furthermore, smartphones’ multisensing capa-
bilities as movement, geolocation, light, audio and visual sensors offer a variety of
efficient new ways to collect data, enabling new crowdsourcing applications.
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Context-Aware mobile Crowd Sourcing
The involvement of citizens in public decision making is now becoming a trend in areas
such as urban planning and quality assessment campaigns of public services. In [22],
the authors describe mechanisms that they designed to incentive smartphone users to
participate in mobile phone sensing which is a new paradigm that allows us to collect
and analyze sensed data far beyond what was previously possible. They considered
two different models of sensing mechanisms. They named those two models, one the
”platform-centric model” and the other ”user-centric model”. On the platform-centric
model the reward is shared by the users involved while on the user-centric model, users
can ask for a reserve price for its sensing service.
For the platform-centric model, they modeled the incentive mechanism as a Stackelberg
game in which the platform is the leader and the users are the followers. This
enables the platform to maximize its utility while no user can improve its utility
by deviating from the current strategy. For the user-centric model, they designed an
auction mechanism, which they called MSensing. They proved that the mechanism
is computationally efficient, meaning that the winners and the payments can be
computed in polynomial time (linear) which makes it scalable. The mechanism is
also what they called ”individually rational” which means that each user will have
a non-negative utility, profitable because the platform will have no loss and lastly
truthful, meaning that no user can improve its utility by asking for a price different
from its true cost.
Participatory Sensing Crowd Sourcing
In [23] the authors introduce a novel paradigm called participatory sensing for achiev-
ing large-scale urban sensing by crowdsourcing sensing data from the mobile phones
of ordinary citizens.
Participatory sensing offers a number of advantages over traditional sensor networks,
which entails deploying a large number of static wireless sensor devices, particularly
in urban areas. First, since participatory sensing leverages existing sensing (mobile
phones) and communication (cellular or WiFi) infrastructure, the deployment costs are
virtually zero. Second, the inherent mobility of the phone carriers provides unprece-
dented spatiotemporal coverage and also makes it possible to observe unpredictable
events (which may be excluded by static deployments). Third, using mobile phones
as sensors it’s a cheap option for the majority of users to acquire sensors.
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2.4 Hyrax
The Hyrax project proposes a new concept where a cloud constructed only by mobile
wireless devices with the purpose of pooling its computational and storage resources
together in order to support a new set of proximity-aware applications that benefit
the owners of those devices. All the constituent nodes of the cloud are edge (non
server-caliber) computers, and all the computation is performed completely within
the edge-cloud, i.e, there is no oﬄoading of data and computation to third parties like
the traditional cloud infrastructure. Because sometimes a typical smartphone does not
have the necessary resources and processing power to perform a certain task alone, or
at least to perform it in a decent amount of time, with a significant amount of users
a cloud of mobile devices can more easily find a solution to that particular problem.
Hyrax is a middleware structured in layers. Hyrax is still in development and the
objective is to provide not only an API for communication between devices, but also
the construction of a logic network and other services like RPC, storage and video
streaming. Hyrax abstracts all the complexity of the network operations behind the
API, so that the developer only needs to set up a few operations and the middleware
will handle all the logic behind the process. The figure 2.1 shows the structure of the
middleware.
The bottom layer of Hyrax, the corresponding Data Link Layer on the OSI model will
abstract all the communication interfaces of the different devices and provide a clean
interface for the upper layers to control it. For the developer using Wi-Fi, Wi-Fi TDLS,
Wi-Fi Direct or Bluetooth is unimportant, the methods provided in the interface to
control them are the same. The layer implementation handles all the logic behind each
technology. The second layer is the network layer which is responsible for handling the
formation and management of the logic network built on top of the physical network
where all the devices are connected. Then the overlay layer which comes on top of the
networking layer allows for the creation of groups on top of the network formed by
the network layer. Lastly the services layer is where the implementation of common
network services come such as streaming and storage.
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Figure 2.1: The Hyrax middleware structure design (adapted from [1])
Chapter 3
UGR Primary architecture
In a social event as a soccer match the possibility for people to see again the game’s
dubious tosses in their own smartphone without the need to use internet access was
the main purpose of the primary version of UGR. The first version made no use of
the Hyrax middleware and it was completely built from scratch with a very small
set of functions. The users were supposed to install an Android application on their
mobile devices in order to make use of the edge-cloud functionalities and use the
provided distribution content platform. This architecture was composed of three major
components: a Remote Server, a Group Owner and the Peer as you can see in Figure
3.1.
3.1 The Remote Server
In this architecture the server’s main role was to provide to all the connected devices
videos/replays and associated metadata of a certain event. The server was the remote
device that contained the database and worked as service provider to all the devices
that requested the replays and their associated metadata. A server could only serve
one event at a time and all the videos were stored on it.
3.2 The Group Owner
The Group Owner was the central mobile device on the client side. Its role was to
serve not only as a bridge between the server and all the other devices but it worked
15
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Figure 3.1: Primary Architecture
as well as a regular client at the same time. The Group Owner is the device that
its simultaneously connected to the Remote Server through the access point and to
all the other devices. The Group Owner acts as a client to the Remote Server and
as a server to all the mobile devices that are connected to it (peers). It is able to
be connected to all those devices and access point simultaneously because we were
using devices that support dual-band Wi-Fi communication. In wireless networking,
dual-band equipment is capable of transmitting in either of two different standard
frequency ranges. Modern Wi-Fi home networks feature dual-band broadband devices
that support both 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz channels in two different interfaces. The Group
Owner was the device responsible to ensure the communication between the Remote
Server and all the other devices. Whenever a device needed to download a video from
the Remote Server the connection was made through the Group Owner. It contained
not only all the metadata about the network (edge-cloud) but also, all the information
about the replays each device stored in cache.
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3.3 The Peers
Peers are all the devices that make up the edge-cloud of which the Group Owner
is also part. As said before the Group Owner is a device that acts simultaneously
as a peer and as a server. All the peers run the same Android Application as well
the same distributed network algorithm. The peers are the ones who contain cached
replays. The peers all together may not contain a full copy of all the replays existing
in the Remote Server and every peer may not have the same exact replays stored in its
memory as the others. Even the whole edge-cloud may not have all the replays cached.
Peers are an end terminal for the whole system. The peers are the user’s devices so to
speak. The peer is supposed not only to give the end user the possibility to search for
available replays on the network and download them but also to reproduce them. The
peer is connected to the Group Owner and might be directly connected to another
peer on the same group if they are sharing a file between them by using Wi-Fi TDLS.
In this case the peer is connected to both the Group Owner and the other peer.
3.4 Edge-cloud Formation
The Remote Server is the only place where all the event’s replays are stored before
the edge-cloud formation starts to take place. All the mobile devices run the same
exact application. The first device to connect to the access point and subsequently
to the Remote Server will take the role of Group Owner. After it assumes the role of
Group Owner it starts to advertise to the network its presence so the next device that
connects to the same network and starts the UGR application will firstly search for
existing Group Owners and only then it will connect to one of them if there are any
available. It will continuously behave the same way on and on every time a new device
enters the network and wants to join the edge-cloud. Once the Group Owner reaches
a point where it cannot accommodate more connections, the new device becomes a
new Group Owner which in turn will start a new connection to the Remote Server
and form a new edge-cloud. Every new device that wants to join the edge-cloud will
now connect to the device that has room for new connections and answers the request
for a new connection first.
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3.5 Content Flow Dynamics
Once the Group Owner is connected to the server it downloads all the event’s metadata.
The event’s metadata include event’s start and end time (if available), event name,
location and event’s description. It will download as well all the replays metadata
which includes information about the list of replays as its name, duration and de-
scription. The Android application will then display to the user the list of available
replays for download. The user could then chose which ones to download and do it
directly from the server if he wants to. Once a new device enters the edge-cloud the
first thing it will try to do is look for available Group Owners and connect to one of
them. After the connection is established it will download from the Group Owner the
event’s metadata and replays metadata as well. In case the Group Owner does not
have this information already the Group Owner will download it from the Remote
Server and only then it will provide all the requested data to the newly connected
device. The new device will now have access to the list of available replays and all its
associated information. If the user chooses to download a certain replay it will first
ask the Group Owner for the existence of that same replay on the network. In case
the video is already cached in the edge-cloud the video is not downloaded from the
Remote Server, instead it will be downloaded directly from the device containing it on
the edge-cloud. The connection is established through the Group Owner. The Group
Owner will serve as a bridge between the two devices. The replay’s contents will go
thought the Group Owner from the device containing it to the device requesting it.
The Group Owner does not keep of any of the forwarded contents. The amount of
devices that can be simultaneously connected to the same Group Owner depends not
only on the kind and model of devices used but also on the interference existing in the
environment in that same exact moment.
Chapter 4
UGR Extended Architecture
4.1 Main Role Components
The original UGR architecture was revised and a large space for expansion and
implementation of new functionalities arose. A new Android application was built
from scratch, this time upon the Hyrax middleware. The three main role players kept
being the same (Remote Server, Group Owner, Peers), but a new set of functionalities
were added to the original idea. Those functionalities are:
• Enable Peers to upload videos
• Possibility to access multiple events, deferred and real-time
• Content sharing among different edge-clouds connected to the same access point
• UGR Web administrator interface to modify event’s settings and contents
4.2 Events
Once we want to make use of the UGR platform in a social event like a soccer match, a
conference or even a party a new event should be created. By default all the available
events in the Remote Server are subscribed by the peers automatically at once. After
subscribing all the events, people can then chose to open an event and start recording
and uploading new videos to the Remote Server in order to make it available for all
the other people attending the event. Every replay is associated only to a certain
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event, for instance, once you open a certain event you can only see videos uploaded
for that same event. Events can only be created and managed by administrators using
the Web Application interface. An event can be closed or open. A closed event is an
event where users can no longer add more videos, it’s locked as opposed to an open
event where users can still upload and insert new replays on the network. Each event
has a name, a description, a location, a start and end time.
4.3 Replays
A replay is a video who was either previously recorded by someone who was using
the UGR edge-cloud and made available to all the people subscribing the event or a
video introduced by the administrator directly in the Remote Server (using the web
application). They are both equal in terms of structure but they come from different
sources. If the administrator wants to, he can supervise and block all the videos users
uploaded that are inappropriate for sharing, otherwise they are exactly the same. Each
replay has a name, a description, a video and a thumbnail associated.
4.4 The Remote Server
The Remote Server was completely built using Node.js and it was designed to serve
two ends. To serve the edge-cloud’s requests (Android App) and Web Application
requests. All the replay’s videos, thumbnails and associated metadata are stored on
the Remote Server as well as the open events information. All the metadata is stored
in a MongoDB database and the videos are stored in a separated folder this one inside
the server too. Regarding the replay’s thumbnails and videos the database only stores
its local address, all the information contained in the database is stored as text, there’s
no Blobs (Binary large objects) inside of it. Although the server is configured to serve
the same content to the Android application and to the Web Application the way it
delivers the content is slightly different. The contents to the Web Application are
delivered by HTTP while to the Android application it we use a Google technology
called protocol buffers [24]. Protocol buffers are a language-neutral, platform-neutral
extensible mechanism for serializing structured data which come in handy for dealing
with this kind of data dissemination among different platforms.
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4.4.1 The Database
The database stores all the events, replays and users’ metadata. The database has
three collections with the following structure:
db . u s e r s
{
” i d ” : Ob j e c t I d (”5953 c86eb3b64c002b942e87 ”) ,
” ema i l ” : ”master@dcc . f c . up . pt ” ,
” password ” : ” fancyPassword ”
}
The users collection stores system administrators credentials for authentication.
db . r e p l a y s
{
” i d ” : Ob j e c t I d (”5953 c86fb3b64c002b942e88 ”) ,
”name” : ” c f 9750 f751b495b f f 4d610ad ” ,
” e v e n tSho r t I d ” : ” c f9750 f751b495b f ” ,
”thumbName” : ” c f9750 f751b495b f f 4d610ad . j p eg ” ,
” thumbLength” : 3364 ,
” l e n g t h ” : 10962469 ,
” e x t e n s i o n ” : ” .mp4” ,
” f u l l n ame ” : ” c f9750 f751b495b f f 4d610ad .mp4” ,
” du r a t i o n ” : 4 ,
” l e g end ” : ” Rep lay d e s c r i p t i o n ” ,
” n downloads ” : ”0” ,
” n v i ew s ” : ”0” ,
” s u p e r v i s e d ” : ” t r u e ”
}
The replays collection contains a list of objects, one for each replay existing in a given
event. Each stores the event ID, the video file ID which corresponds to its own name
on the filesystem besides the file extension, the thumbnail file name which is the same
as the video file name except the file extension part, video size in bytes, video file
extension, video duration in minutes, a replay description, some statistics regarding
the number of times it was downloaded and viewed and finally a field indicating if
the replay was supervised or not. The administrator can chose to supervise all the
replays filtering the ones who are inappropriate to disseminate. Since the database
does not store the files, those are stored in regular system directories which includes
the video files and thumbnails. The videos from all events are all in the same folder
put together, the same happens to the thumbnails, which are in a separate folder from
the videos, but the thumbnails of the events are all put together too.
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db . e v en t s
{
” i d ” : Ob j e c t I d (”5953 c86eb3b64c002b942e83 ”) ,
”name” : ” P r e s i d e n t Marce lo ” ,
” d e s c r i p t i o n ” : ” P r e s i d e n t Marce lo v i s i t s FCUP on FCUP day ” ,
” s h o r t I d ” : ” c f9750 f751b495b f ” ,
” d a t e I n i t ” : ISODate (”2016−10−07T12 : 0 0 : 0 0Z”) ,
” dateEnd” : ISODate (”2016−10−07T17 : 0 0 : 0 0Z”) ,
” l o c a t i o n ” : ”FCUP” ,
” c l o s e d ” : f a l s e
}
The events collection is a set of objects each one for every existing available event.
It contains the event name, the event description, the event ID, start and end time,
location and finally a tag specifying if the event is closed or not.
4.5 Group Owner
The Group Owner as in the primary architecture is the device that connects the edge-
cloud to the Remote Server. It was now redesigned to allow communication among
groups. The edge-cloud is made by the Group Owner plus the set of devices who
are connected to it (Peers). It is now possible to share content among different edge-
clouds if their Group Owners are connected to an access point and they are all in the
same network. The Group Owner has now a table not only containing a list of all
the cached replays inside the edge-cloud but also the contents existing in other edge-
clouds connected to the same network. Regarding this is now possible to see a set of
edge-clouds connected to the same network as a single larger edge-cloud. The Group
Owner has information regarding its own edge-cloud network formation. It has now
a proxy, it enables peers to establish a connection to the Remote Server and Group
Owners from other different edge-clouds in the same network.
4.6 Peer
Peers have now almost the same set of capabilities they had in the previous architecture
except they are now able to record videos and upload them to the Remote Server and
search for cached replays outside of its own edge-cloud. The main purpose of the
peers is still the same, its to give the user an interface to interact with the edge-cloud,
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download replays and watch them. The Group Owner acts as a peer at the same time.
Usually the Group Owner is the first device to get connected to the Remote Server.
4.7 Network Formation
Once the Remote Server is active and functional devices can then start looking for
it to connect and start downloading available videos. First, devices connect to the
access point and then they start looking the network for available Group Owners to
connect to. The Group Owners periodically broadcast the network with information
announcing its presence and availability to the other devices. The new device will
listen the network for available Group Owners and if after a certain period of time
the discovering device doesn’t receive any broadcast announcement from the Group
Owner it becomes a Group Owner. Once a device becomes a Group Owner it starts
advertising the network for it’s presence and availability so the upcoming devices can
become aware of the existence of an already active and available Group Owner. Once a
Group Owner reaches the limit for the number of available peers it could hold it stops
advertising its presence to the network. The next upcoming device will have to take
the role of Group Owner again. The peers only communicate directly with the Group
Owner except when two peers are connected to the same GO, in this case they can
establish a WiFi TDLS connection between them. When two devices under the same
network need to exchange content and that transfer is made using another device as
intermediate, WiFi TDLS can have a huge role regarding the content transfer. WiFi
TDLS allows two devices to connect directly to each other and transfer content directly
among themselves without making so much use of the intermediary node. This only
happens when the two devices are close enough to establish a direct WiFi connection
between them. We can have multiple edge-clouds connected to the same access point
inside the same sub-network. If it happens that the Group Owners of two different
edge-clouds are under the same sub-network (connected to the same access point) the
edge-clouds can then share content between them without making any use of Remote
Server which removes some load from it. This is a functionality that was added in this
newest version which will be explained in more detail later.
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4.8 Content Dissemination
The Remote Server is the main storage device. Once the first Group Owner connects
to the Remote Server the first thing it will request is the list of available events. The
server answers by sending to the newly connected device the list of available events
it can subscribe. The user chooses among the available events one to engage in. The
next thing the user’s device will do is to ask the server for the list of replays existing in
that specific event. The server will then answer with a package containing the list of
available replays in that event plus all the metadata associated with each replay like
description and title. The client will then request the server for the replay’s respective
thumbnails one by one. Once it downloads all of them from the server it will present
the user the list of available replays which the user can choose to download or not.
The Group Owner periodically requests the Remote Server for an updated version of
the replays list.
4.8.1 When Second Device Engages in the Network
After a new device joins the edge-cloud it will take the role of peer and connect to
the existing Group Owner. It will ask the Group Owner for the available events list.
The Group Owner will usually answer the peer with a package containing a list of all
the open events available. If this process fails the peer will request the Remote Server
for the events list. This request will not be a direct request, instead the request will
go through the Group Owner once it is connected to it. The Remote Server will then
answer the peer with a package containing a list of available events. Once the device
owner selects an event it will ask the Group Owner for the list of available replays in
that event plus all the respective thumbnails. If the Group Owner has this information
it will send all the requested information and data to the peer. If the Group Owner
doesn’t have such content the peer will ask the Remote Server for it, following the
same process it did previously with the event list. In this case the Remote Server will
answer the peer with the list of available replays in that specific event plus the replay
thumbnails.
4.8.2 Device to Device Replay Transfer
Once a user requests to download a replay the first thing his device will have to
do is question from where it will download the contents. The replay can be either
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downloaded from within the group, another group or the server. To do that the device
will send to the Group Owner a request asking for a list of devices from where is it
possible to download the replay. The Group Owner will then answer with a message
containing a list of the devices containing the replay either inside or outside the group.
If the replay the user wants to download is already cached inside the same edge-cloud
it will try to get it first from the group. If not, the device will try to download it
from another group and lastly if all the previous options fail the device will resort to
the server. The Group Owner is the only device in the edge-cloud who knows which
devices have the replays cached and which ones either inside or outside the group. If
a device in the same group has cached the replay the user wants, the device will try
to download the replay from it first. It will make three attempts to download it. If all
of them fail, it will perform three attempts again to download the replay from outside
the group (only if anyone has the replay cached in another group). The GO is the only
device in the edge-cloud who knows where the cached replays are stored including the
ones in other edge-clouds that are connected to the same Access Point. Lastly, if after
three attempts the user cannot get it from another group it will recur to the server
and download it from there directly.
4.8.3 The Client Server architecture
Every device runs a client and a server. All devices run the same server and the
same client, the difference is that not every device is able to answer certain requests
or at least give an updated answer besides the Group Owner. For instance, only the
Group Owner can answer requests regarding which device has a certain cached content
because is the only device containing that information or it is the only one who can
provide an updated list of replays to the Peers, even if the peers can do it too, it is not
necessarily an updated version. The Group Owner has a proxy running which serves
as bridge for the peers to establish a direct connection to the Remote Server or to
other devices outside of the network. It only allows the establishment of connections
from the inside to the outside and not the other way around. When a peer requests
a Remote Server for a certain replay, the request goes through the Group Owner but
the process is completely transparent for the group owner. The proxy running in
the Group Owner will forward the peer’s request to the Remote Server without any
modifications to the original content as well the answer from the server to the peer. It
is thanks to the proxy that runs in the Group Owner that a peer from one group can
directly request the Group Owner from another group for a certain replay. The peer
only need to have its IP address and it will be completely transparent.
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4.9 The Android Application
Once we connect to the access point and open the UGR application this is the first
screen it shows (if it connected successfully to the Remote Server) showing all the
available events the user may engage in. The user can now chose among the available
events which one he wants to engage in, download and upload replays to. The network
formation and content dissemination is completely transparent to the user. After a
user chooses which event he wants to enter, the list of available replays will appear on
the screen. The user can then choose which ones he wants to download based on the
replay description and thumbnail and he can then play the downloaded replays on his
device. There is a field which allows the user to search for a certain replay based on
the its description. The record button that appears on the right side on the top of
the list forward the user to another screen where it can record and upload a video or
he can chose among the list or recent videos which one to upload as we can see in the
Figure 4.2
Figure 4.1: Event List screen Figure 4.2: Replay List screen
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The screen we can see in Figure 4.3 allows the user to select the video he wants to
upload and make available for the other users as well as to record a new one and share
it. It is possible to play the video we want to upload inside the application in order
to figure out if it is the one we want to upload or to check if the quality of the video
is acceptable. Once we select a video to upload we must insert a video description in
order to make it easy for the other users to understand what kind of content it may
have and only then we can upload the video.
Figure 4.3: Video upload screen Figure 4.4: Video caption screen
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4.10 The Web Interface
The administrator web interface allows the administrators to control the events and
its contents. It’s possible to: create new events, modify event settings, insert new
replays in the database, modify replay settings, and reproduce and supervise replays.
Figure 4.5 shows the opening administrator interface. It displays the current available
events in the Remote Server/Database. It is in this page that we can chose to modify
the event settings of some event and create a new event.
Figure 4.5: Event List Administrator Interface
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To create a new event we only need to insert the event’s info as: name, location and
description in the dialog box.
Figure 4.6: Create Event Administrator Interface
In the ”Edit Event Configuration” dialog box we can modify the event info as well as
open or close the event for the public to upload new videos or even delete the event.
We can open this dialog box by clicking on the ”Edit Event” button of the respective
event.
Figure 4.7: Event Settings Administrator Interface
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Once we open an even in the administrator interface we can then click on the button
”Upload File” and a dialog box with the necessary controls to do it appears on the
screen. To insert a replay in the database and make it available for everyone we only
need to select the video file we want to upload and insert a replay description to be
easier for the user to chose among the list of available replays which to download and
reproduce in his device.
Figure 4.8: Upload Replay Administrator Interface
In the ”Edit Replay” dialog box we can mark a replay as supervised or not or even
delete it if we do not want it to be available.
Figure 4.9: Replay Settings Administrator Interface
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Last it’s also possible to reproduce the replays in the web interface which makes it
easier for the administrator to supervise them.
Figure 4.10: Reproduce Replay Administrator Interface
Chapter 5
Inter-Group Communication in
UGR
The possibility for two different edge-clouds to communicate was one of the main aims
of our work. The communication between different edge-clouds allows us to resort a
smaller number of times to the remote server because we can try to fetch the contents
we want in other edge-clouds. This way we end up with a larger size cache, from where
we can try to fetch the replays and we managed to gain some more independence from
the Remote Server that could easily be a central point of failure as well as a bottleneck
for the whole system.
5.1 Implementation
The Group Owners who are connected to the same access point all belong to the
same network and they can communicate and switch messages among them. This
enables us to take use of that functionality in order to allow peers in different groups
to communicate and share content. The devices that connect the different groups are
their respective Group Owners. All the exchanged traffic among Peers from different
groups goes through their respective Group Owner. All the Group Owners have a list
of all the replays cached in other groups. Once a peer requests the Group Owner for
the list of devices who have a certain replay it answers them with the list of devices
who own the replay inside of the group plus the IP address of the Group Owners of
other groups who have the replay. It does not necessarily mean that the Group Owner
from the other group is the device that has the replay cached, it could be a peer inside
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of that group. If nobody in the same group as the device who made requested has
the replay and it exists in other groups it will ask the Group Owner of the group
who actually has the replay cached for it. The peer requesting the replay will send its
request directly to the Group Owner of the group who has the replay cached. This
happens because every group owner is running a proxy which allows a peer to contact
any device outside the edge-cloud. The Group Owner of the other group will do the
rest of the job. It will look up his local tables to know which device has the replay
cached and start a direct connection among that device and the Group Owner of the
device who requested the file. The peer answering the request will send its answer to
the destiny’s Group Owner directly. This happens again because of the proxy running
in every Group Owner. The destiny’s Group Owner will then forward the contents
to the peer who requested it. Once the replay is transferred the connection is closed.
The motivation for this is to alleviate some load from the Remote Server and at the
same time give more independence from it to all the edge-clouds. If the different edge-
cloud could share their cached content among they do not need to rely that much on
the Remote Server which gives the mobile devices more independence even though it
places some extra load on the access points. The Group Owners broadcast periodically
the network with information regarding his own edge-cloud and the cached contents
it has inside. This is how it is possible for the Group Owners of the other groups to
know the contents that exist outside of the group.
5.2 Experiments
After all the infrastructure for content sharing inside the edge-cloud and between
different edge-clouds has been set up we measured the transfer rates among devices
either in the same group or between edge-clouds. We measured the network transfer
rate for 6 different scenarios as we will see next. For each scheme we performed 4
different types of tests. The tests involved downloading 10 replays with the exact
same size. Each replay size was 10962469 bytes which is approximately 10MB. The 10
replays all together made a total of 109624690 bytes which was approximately 105MB.
We measured the time it took to download the 10 replays. We performed two types
of download, parallel and sequential. When we downloaded the replays sequentially
we downloaded the ten replays one by one, only after the current video finished
downloading the next started. In the parallel scenario, the files started downloading
at the same time, all at once. We did the whole measurement twice, once with TDLS
off and the other with TDLS on. For all the different network configurations we
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measured 8 times the time it took to transfer all the replays from one device to the
other. The measurements occurred all in the same place under the same conditions.
All the devices used in the measurement were in the same room. With distance of
at most 2 meters from each other. The remote server was a laptop (ASUS GL552VX
running Linux Mint 18.1) which was working as an access point for the edge-cloud
too. The services and all the replays were stored in the laptop. The laptop had no
other networking applications running by the time the measurements were done. The
devices used to form the edge-cloud(s) were all the same (Nexus 9 running Android
6.0.1) and all of them were running the same version of the Android application. They
were running no other user applications than UGR at the time the measurement was
done.
Figure 5.1: Inter-group Peer to Peer
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Figure 5.1 shows the network configuration to test the inter-group replay transfer.The
replay goes from one Peer to another Peer in a different edge-cloud. The path the
content follows starts in a Peer, goes through its Group Owner to the Access Point
and the Access Point redirects it to the Group Owner of the receiver edge-cloud which
will forward it to the Peer who requested the contents. The Remote Server does not
get involved on this procedure.
Figure 5.2 represents a configuration very similar to the previous one except the fact
that the replay contents being transmitted among edge-clouds do not come from a
Peer inside an edge-cloud but instead from the edge-cloud’s Group Owner.
Figure 5.2: Inter-group Group Owner to Peer
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Figure 5.3 shows a topology with only one edge-cloud containing a Group Owner
with two Peers connected to it. The measurements performed with this topology were
motivated by the need for a comparison of the time it takes to transfer a replay between
two Peers inside the same group and two Peers in different edge-clouds. The replay
goes from a Peer through its Group Owner to the other Peer in the same edge-cloud.
Similar to what happens in the previous schemes the server has no active role in this
kind of replay transfer.
Figure 5.3: Same group, Peer to Peer
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Figure 5.4 outlines the same network configuration as the previous one but this time
we’ll share replays directly between the Group Owner and a Peer in the same group.
The motivation for this measurement comes from the need to compare the time lost
with one hop. This time the replay goes directly from the Group Owner to the Peer.
Figure 5.4: Same group, Group Owner to Peer
This time as we can see in Figure 5.5 we just measured the time the replays took to
be downloaded from the Remote Server to the closest device in terms of hops, which
is the Group Owner of an edge-cloud. By the time the measurement was done there
was no other devices connected neither to the Access Point nor to the Group Owner.
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Figure 5.5: Server to Group Owner
Last in Figure 5.6 we can see the outline of a network composed only by a Group
Owner connected to the Remote Server and a Peer. The purpose of this measurement
was to see how long it will take for a Peer to download a replay from the Remote
Server passing by the Group Owner. Similar to the previous scenarios there was no
other devices in the network besides the ones outlined in the figure.
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Figure 5.6: Server to Peer
With TDLS
Margin of
Error (95%)
No TDLS
Margin of
Error (95%)
Peer
to Peer
Inter Group
Parallel 2.39 MB/s 0.035 2.25 MB/s 0.068
Sequential 2.46 MB/s 0.035 2.43 MB/s 0.049
Same Group
Parallel 4.70 MB/s 0.221 4.27 MB/s 0.092
Sequential 6.39 MB/s 0.084 4.66 MB/s 0.082
GO
to Peer
Inter Group
Parallel 3.30 MB/s 0.033 3.40 MB/s 0.025
Sequential 3.11 MB/s 0.054 2.49 MB/s 0.051
Same Group
Parallel 7.65 MB/s 0.298 7.14 MB/s 0.246
Sequential 8.65 MB/s 0.242 8.16 MB/s 0.293
Table 5.1: Transfer rates from device to device
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Parallel
Margin of
Error (95%)
Sequential
Margin of
Error (95%)
From
Server to:
GO 7.65 MB/s 0.542 9.46 MB/s 0.341
Peer 3.74 MB/s 0.140 4.10 MB/s 0.116
Table 5.2: Transfer rates from server and devices
5.2.1 Analysis
In the measurements we did not test with more than one device simultaneously
downloading contents from other devices at the same time, we just measured the
performance attained using only one device per edge-cloud besides the Group Owner
except when we measured the transfer rate between devices inside the same edge-cloud.
The measurements were made with a confidence interval of 95%. In our measurements
the Access Point was only being used by the UGR application, but in real case scenarios
the transfer rate among edge-clouds is strongly dependent on the load placed on the
Access Point. In terms of load its indifferent for the access point to forward the replays
either from the Remote Server or other edge-clouds to the devices that request it, this
way its preferable to go fetch it in another edge-cloud rather than to the Remote
Server. We may remove a significant amount of load from the Remote Server which
will be distributed by the edge-clouds’ Group Owners. In every measurement we did
we never got a speed below 2.25MB/s. In almost every case the TDLS proved to be
helpful increasing overall traffic transfer rate except in the parallel inter-group - Group
Owner to Peer scenario. The use of TDLS increased the overall transfer rate among
devices in approximately 9%. One of the main reasons why the use of TDLS was
shown to be advantageous was because the devices were close to each other, they all
were in the same room which favoured the use of TDLS but that might not happen in
a real world scenario. When comparing the transfer rate inside the same edge-cloud
and between different edge-clouds, the transfer rate between different edge-clouds was
approximately 56% slower than inside the same edge-cloud. The sequential method
for replay transfer between devices showed to be approximately 6% faster than the
parallel one, but when downloading the contents from the server to the devices the
transfer rate gap between the two methods was even larger. The file transfer rate from
the server to devices using the sequential method was 17% faster than the parallel.
The Server showed slightly more trouble dealing with multiple download requests at
the same time than the Android devices. Regarding the number of hops a file does
we measured the transfer rate between Peer to Peer in the same group (this involves
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the traffic to pass by the Group Owner), which makes a total of 2 hops, and from the
Group Owner directly to a Peer in the same group which is only 1 hop, 1 less than the
previous. The extra hop reduced the transfer rate among devices by approximately
37%. The same experience was made but this time the content transfer was between
two different edge-clouds. Transferring content from a Peer from a certain edge-cloud
to another Peer in another edge-cloud proved to be approximately 21% slower than
transferring the same exact content from the Group Owner of an edge-cloud to a Peer
of another edge-cloud which is one hop less. Lastly we measured the difference that
1 hop made when transferring the contents from the Remote Server. Transferring the
contents from the Remote Server to a Peer of an edge-cloud proved to be approximately
54% slower than transferring the same exact content to the Group Owner of that same
edge-cloud which is 1 hop less. This shows that the Group Owner has some trouble
dealing with the reception and forwarding of the requests that come from the Remote
Server to another device, which is something that might be worked on in future work.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
During this project we built all the things that we proposed ourselves to do in the
beginning. We built an Android application that makes use of the Hyrax middleware
and allows users to download and share video replays. We created a database capable
of dealing with multiple Events at the same time and allow differed events to be
subscribed in the Android application. An administrator interface was built as well for
the UGR to allow the administrators to supervise replays, modify and set the event’s
settings and add new replays to an open event. Last, the possibility for different groups
to share contents among themselves was also implemented which allows devices from
different edge-clouds connected to the same access point to share content without the
need of Internet access. Based on the results gathered in our experiments with the
network setups we set we can assume that the content sharing speeds among devices
either in the same edge-cloud or between different edge-cloud is enough to make this
system viable. We could easily see that the Group Owner is being a bottleneck when
transferring the replays directly from the server to a peer connected to the Group
Owner. The Group Owner’s role here is to simply forward the contents it receives
from the Remote Server to the peer. It plays the same exact role when two peers
inside the same edge-cloud transfer contents between them, the Group Owner only
forwards the contents from one peer to the other but when it forwards the contents it
receives from the Remote Server to another peer a significant transfer rate loss occurs.
The download speed a peer attains when downloading a replay from the Remote Server
is very similar to the speed it attains when it downloads the same exact content from
a different edge-cloud. In the communication between peers it would be worthwhile to
do caching of the content in the GO both between groups and within the same group.
The server experiences a loss of performance when dealing with multiple downloads
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simultaneously, possible cause can be the lack of parallelism of Node.js. Something
that could now be explored is the possibility to redo the exactly same measurements
but this time with a larger number of devices involved in order to create a larger and
more congested network so as to make it look more like a real world scenario.
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